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Application Description: Fantastic Photo Handler is an easy-to-use photo editing software, which allows you to edit and
organize your photos and create photos from scratch. With this program you can crop, rotate, resize, add captions, add
background images, apply any filter to the images, apply various photo effects and share them directly to the social networks via
Facebook, Twitter, Tumblr, Photobucket, Pictogram and Posterous. Super is the perfect tool for image editing and basic photo
retouching. It offers a lot of powerful features that will make your work more efficient, such as Crop, Rotate, Sharpen, Fade,
Compose, Convert, Adjust Color, Apply Effects and Merge, as well as save in different popular file formats, such as JPG,
BMP, JPEG and TIFF. Whether you are new to photography, or a professional, Super is one of the best photo editing and photo
retouching software on the market. If you need to resize a photo or flip it, you can use the Crop feature to crop your image and
crop it to the edges, center or borders, while the Rotate feature allows you to rotate any image 180 degrees or by 0, 90 or 180
degrees. The Sharpen tool will help you get rid of blurring from your photos, while the Fade feature will let you apply a color
filter effect to your image. The Colorize feature will make your photos look amazing, while the Compose feature allows you to
arrange your photos in a grid on the canvas. The Adjust Color feature will let you work with the colors in your images, while the
Flip will allow you to flip your image. In addition to all the basic features, Super also comes with a lot of effects. You can use all
the effects that are available, such as HDR, Grain, Sketch, Watercolor, Vignette, Negative, Overlay, Frame, SoftFocus, Cartoon,
Smiley and Posterized. Super offers you everything that a photographer or a digital image editor needs to make a professional
photo. Photo Handler Features: Batch photo editing and resizing Create new photos from scratch Sharpen, rotate, resize and
crop photos Apply a variety of photo effects Merge photos and create a collage Save in different popular image formats Add
text to your photos Import and export image
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KEYMACRO is an automation utility. It's purpose is to save you time by allowing you to record specific keyboard shortcuts and
automatically run them whenever you want. You can create as many macros as you want and they will be remembered until you
delete them. KEYMACRO is especially useful if you want to assign keyboard shortcuts to frequently used or complex tasks. For
instance, you can assign CTRL+E to download a file, CTRL+F to open the browser and CTRL+H to open a folder. The installer
is very easy to use, as it has a wizard-style interface. You don't have to learn any commands; the entire program does it for you,
so there is very little to understand. Once installed, the utility is intuitive and will do everything you need for you. It will also
find and install most keyboard shortcuts that you use on a daily basis. A quick start tutorial will help you understand how to use
the tool and explain the most important functions and settings. Keyboard Macro programs that we can consider: With Keymacro
you can copy some of the below shortcut programs to help save time. 1. Fast copy 2. Paste clipboard 3. Clipboard 4. Copy text
5. Open URL 6. Save 7. Print 8. Spell check 9. Cut text 10. File open and create 11. Cut file 12. Print file 13. Find file 14. View
file 15. End task 16. Extract file 17. Read file 18. Upload to folder 19. Copy to 20. Cut image 21. Photoshop 22. Google 23.
Send via mail 24. Close 25. File open 26. Replace 27. Comment 28. Copy link 29. Open URL in new tab 30. Rename 31. Create
folder 32. Rename folder 33. Create document 34. Rename document 35. Create folder and file 36. Rename file 37. Create
image 38. Rename image 39. Save 40. Rename file and folder 41. Open folder 42. Save 43. Load 44. Save file as 45. Save
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System Mechanic is a PC optimization suite that runs quietly in the background and monitors the performance of your PC. It
scans and automatically repairs errors, recovers damaged files and optimizes hard drive space and improves speed. You can
schedule the scans to run at specific times, or you can do them manually when you wish. System Mechanic includes a set of
utilities that help you create and organize your hard drive. It can sort your files by date, name, and size, as well as create filters
that enable you to find and delete duplicate files, unwanted files, and protected files. The toolbar provides a quick way to access
the commands and features from the System Mechanic user interface. The System Mechanic basic utility offers you some basic
error-fixing tools such as Disk Cleanup, Disk Cloner, ScanDisk, File Cleanup, File History, Folder Repair, and Registry
Scanner. The basic utility is supported by the System Mechanic Express. It offers you the basic features of the basic utility, plus
many extra features. The Express version scans your computer for errors automatically and fixes them, automatically creates
system backups and saves your settings. The System Mechanic Ultimate includes the basic and express features, plus the
advanced features, which include file search, file system optimizer, registry cleaner, advanced file search, automatic file
defragmentation and undelete, the space analyzer, photo editor, custom scheduling and more. From the user interface, the
program offers four views: List, Details, Progress and Error Log. The listing view displays the name, size and date of each file
and folder; the details view gives a quick view of the properties of the files and folders; the progress view shows you the
progress of the optimization process and the error log shows all errors in a list and gives details about them. In addition to the
above-mentioned features, the System Mechanic also supports the following tools: SuperSmash is a collection of different
programs that claim to speed up and optimize your computer. It includes five utilities: Super Cleaner, Super SpeedUp, Super
Defrag, Super Uninstall and Super SpeedUp Pro. Each of these tools offers a unique functionality and different ways to use
them. Super Cleaner is a PC cleaning tool that searches for and removes all junk files (temp files, recycle bin items, trash,
backup files, and system caches) from your PC. Super SpeedUp is a registry cleaner tool. It speeds up and

What's New In PhotoHandler?
PhotoHandler is a utility that comes with a wealth of tools, including the capability to convert images into various formats, and
apply multiple effects to them. PhotoHandler is a photo editor tool that enables you to perform the following functions in batch:
convert, resize and rotate images, crop, and apply a wide range of effects. It also comes with the ability to set and edit EXIF tags
of the selected file. PhotoHandler supports several common image formats: BMP, GIF, JPG, JPEG, PNG, TIFF, and PSD. The
program's interface is easy to navigate. Features include: photo-editing tools; batch operations; adjustable color levels and
settings; and automatic preview. It is the perfect way to edit your photos and apply multiple effects to them in the same time.
Description: Brush Engine is a collection of graphic editors that bring together a large set of useful tools with a clean and simple
interface. It boasts an extensive range of shapes, patterns, textures and more. Extended collection of effects Brush Engine offers
many graphic tools that are often found in any photo editor, including shapes, patterns, textures, shadow, brightness/contrast,
color adjustment, and more. Brush Engine also has some interesting extras, including a built-in tool to combine graphics, add
text and arrows, create a collage, convert shapes to lines, or fill a shape with a color. Brush Engine offers a wide range of
interface elements, including brushes, presets, layers, the brush palette, text and gradient tools, and several color gradients.
Bottom line Brush Engine is a solid package, which comes with an impressive collection of tools and effect that help you create
an extraordinary set of graphics in no time. Description: Membrane is a powerful and fast 3D drawing program that is based on
the concepts of transparent layers, the ability to apply effects to certain objects or layers, and the ability to create your own
brushes. This is a modern 3D drawing program that doesn't need to be used from the command-line interface or even inside a
dedicated 3D program, as it features a graphical interface that is very intuitive and offers most of the features you can expect
from a modern 3D program. Features of Membrane include: * Transparency and color * 3D drawing and shape modeling * Clip
art, vector graphics and custom brushes * Import and export to PDF * Toolbars with shortcuts and favorite keys * Other
standard features, such as undo/redo, undo/redo history, undo, lasso, spray, freehand, etc. Bottom line Membrane is an easy-touse, yet powerful 3D drawing program that offers a wide range of standard features and has a graphical user interface that is
very intuitive. Description: VueDraw is a fast and easy-to-use program that features
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System Requirements For PhotoHandler:
Minimum: OS: Windows XP/Vista/7/8/8.1/10 (64-bit) CPU: Intel Core 2 Duo 2.4 GHz or AMD Phenom X4 3.2 GHz RAM: 2
GB GPU: NVIDIA GeForce 9600 or ATI Radeon X800 DirectX: Version 9.0c Hard Drive: 25 GB Sound Card: DirectX 9.0c
Compatible Video Card: DirectX 9.0c Compatible Display: 1280x1024 Recommended
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